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In this paper we establish maximum principles of the Cauchy problem for hyper- 
bolic equations in R’ and R”+’ (a > 2). Our maximum principles generalize the 
results of Weinberger [S], and Sather [3,4] for a class of equations such that the 
coefftcients can be allowed to depend upon t, as well, in {x,, x2, t}-space and 
h 7 X2,.-r x, , t t-space. Throughout this paper, the influence of the work of Doughs 
[I] is apparent. See [2]. 
1. MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE IN iR3 
Consider the hyperbolic equation 
LJJ = k(t) - (%, + uxzx,) + u,, = f(x, t) E c-Y@, 
where x = (x,, x2) and the domain D is defined as 
(1) 
D={(x,t):T,,<t<T<O,x;+x;< (jr (-k(s))l/2 h) ’ 1 . 
t 
Let S, be the portion of the boundary of D, which lies in the plane t = T,,, 
and S, be the remainder of the boundary G of D, which is a characteristic 
conoid with respect o (1). 
Then let us introduce a solution u of (1) in D which satisfies the initial 
conditions 
u(x, To) = r(x) E C’(B), 
With the change of variable 
u,(x, To) = h(x) E Co<@ 
u(x, t) = u(x, t) - r’(x) 
Eq. (1) can be written as follows: 
(2) 
La = k(t) * (Q,, + xx*xJ + u,, = F(x, t) E c”<Q, 
where F = f - k s (T;,x, + fxzxz). 
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On the other hand, the initial data above change to 
U(& To) = 0, ut(x, To) = h(x) E C”(D). 
Assume the transformation to spherical polar coordinates 




p E [O, 2x1, r = ir (-k(s))“’ ds. 
-t 
By applying (5) we get 
1’ x,x, + L’.+X] = u,, + (l/r) * l’, + (I/?) . UPP, 
Lu = k(t) * (u,, + (l/r*) - up,) + (l/r) . k(t) . U, + u,, = F,(r, p, t), 
(6) 
(7) 
where F, E C’(D). 
Let Si be the part of S,, where r. > e, such that 
r, = (.’ (-k(s))“* ds, e = 1’ (-k(~))‘~’ ds. 
.’ T,, _ To 
(8) 
where To < t < To & T c 0. 
The direct characteristic conoid S, as well as the truncated one S: are 
generated by the bicharacteristics of space-time (5). The angle parameter p is 
obviously constant along each fixed generator of S,. 
On the other hand, the total derivative of S, is given by 
d/dr = -(-k)-‘I* . (a/at - (-k)“’ . alar). (9) 
We observe that for any smooth function w = w(r, p, t) we have 
M’ . Lv = (WV),, + k . (WV),, + u, . k(w/r - 2w,) - 2w,v, 
- (kw,, + w,,) . o + (kw/r*) . uPP 
= - (-k)‘,‘* . d(w(v, + (-k)“* - u,)/dr + U(W, + (-k)‘I* . w,)) 
+ B(w) . u, + u * F(w) + D(w, p), (10) 
where 
d((wu), + (-k)“’ . (wv),)/dr = - (-k)-‘I2 . (k . (WV),, + (wtl),, 
- (WV), . k’ . (-k)-I”) . (l/2)). 
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B(W) = -2k - w, + (l/r) . w . k + w . k’ . (-k)-u’ . (l/2), 
F(w) = -k - w,, - w,, + w, . k’ . (-k)-v” . (l/2), 
Dtw, P) = (kw/r2) . up,, - 2w, v,, 
if= [kw/r2] . vpp, D = -2w, * v,. 
We set as 
w = w(r, p, f) = ry2 . (-,)-1’4, (11: 
such that -2k . w, + (l/r) . kw vanishes. 
Then the identity (10) becomes, on S:, 
w . Lv = -(-k) “’ . d(d+(wv))/dr + G(w) + u . F(w), (12) 
where d+ = ~/CC% + (-k) I” . a/& such that d+ (WD) = w * d+(u) + v * d’(w), 
and G(w) = B(w) . V, + d(w, u). 
Assume the operators 
Rev = “‘dr. 
1 I 
2n 
UP, P, t) dp on S:. 
e 0 
In addition, we assume the following condition 




Then we have the following properties: 
(i) R,B= 0 because of (+). Define 
Rv=liiR,v (14) 
when the limit exists. Then RB = 0. 
(ii) If Q = (ro, p, To) and Q, = (e, p, To), then for P = P(0, 0, T(<O)) 
R,[(-k)“’ . d(d+(wu))/dr] =~~Kdp~~o v(P). d(d+(w))/dr . dr 
* (-k(t))“2 + (-k(t))“2 . l;= w d+(v) 1’ dp 
Qe 
+ t-k)“2 . 12n (u - v(P)) . d+(w) 1’ dp, 
0 Q, 
(15) 
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R [(-k)“* * d(d+(wu))/dr] = j, dp . i” u(P) . d(d+(w))/dr . dr 
. (--I?)“~ + (-k)“’ . Jo w - d+(u) dp 
Q 
+ (-k)“2 * J ;‘(u -u(P)). d+(w) / dp (17) 
Q 
(iii) Similarly, we find 
.2n 
R@?(W)) = - 1 
-0 





(wk’/2(4~)“~) . (u - u(P)) dp. (18) 
0 Q 
(iv) Finally, 
R@ . F(W)) = I,‘* dp . j: u . d(d+(w))/dr . dr . (4)“‘. (19) 
Substituting (i)-(iv) into (12) we get the following fundamental integral 
identity 
.2n 
R(w . Lv) = 1 
-0 
dp . Jr0 (u -u(P)). [d(d+(w))/dr . (4)“’ 
0 
- d(w . k’/2(-k)1’2)/dr] dr 
- J2* W[(-k)“2 * d+(u) - (u - u(P)) . k’/2(-k)‘12] ( dp 
0 Q 
- (-k)lh . J.2n (u -u(P)) . d+(w) dp. (20) 
.o Q 
THEOREM 1. Assume that u(r, p, t) E C’(D) satisfies the dlflerential 
inequality Lu = F, < 0, and that u(r, p, To) = 0, uI(r, p, To) = h(r, p) < 0, 
where D is defined above, and assume the following condition: 
d(w . K/2(--k)“‘)/dr - d(d+(w))/dr . (4)“’ > 0, (21) 
and (+). Then u(r, p, t) Q 0 in D. 
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Proof. Let P be the point with the smallest t-coordinate T for which v 
vanishes. The identity (20) implies 
O>--*“w- v, dp, 
J 0 Q 
(22) 
which is a contradiction, By continuity v cannot become positive even when 
U, < 0 is not strict. Therefore, under the condition (+) and condition (21) the 
operator L has a maximum property in D. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that v(r, p, t) E C’(D) satisfies the dlflerential ine- 
quality 
Lv = k(t) . (v,, + (l/r*) . VP,) + (l/r) . k(t) . v, + v,, + a(r, p, t) . v, 
+ W-, p, t> - v + dr, p, 0 - v, + m(r, P, 0 . v = Fi(r, P, t), (23) 
where a, b, c, and m are continuously d@erentiable functions of the 
independent variables r, p, t in D described above, and that v(r, p, t) = 0, 
vl(r, p, t) < 0, I$ E C”(b). Assume, in addition, the conditions 
- d(d+ (w))/dr . (-k)“* > 0, (24) 
c=k-‘. 
! 
‘radr-(-k)-“2 . (a --jlardr), (25) 
0 
b, - m + .r (a),/2k dr > 0, 
J 0 
(26) 
w = r’/* . (-k)L/4 . exp (jIa/2k*dr), (27) 
and (+). Then v(r, p, t) < 0 in D. 
Proof. We prove in the same way as in ‘the case of (20) that the 
following fundamental integral identity holds, as well: 
R(w . Lv) = \2n dp . lro (v - v(P)) . [d(d+(w))/dr . (-k)V2 
-0 0 
- d wk’/2(-k)“’ + a - 1’ a, . dr I)/ 1 dr dr -0 
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+ (* dp * fro u * (m * w - (w - b),) dr - I*= w [d+(v) . (-k)“2 




- (-,)I’? . I.lr (v - v(P)) . d+(w) j dp. (28) 
.o Q 
The proof now is obvious. Q.E.D. 
Remark. To have v, < 0 given v, < 0, we choose 
co = u(r, p, f) - c, . exp(c, . t) < 0, for ci, i = 1, 2, both positive, 
such that c: + c2 - c + m > 0. 
2. MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE IN (R”+ ’ (n > 2) 
Consider the hyperbolic equation 
Lu = k(t) . i uxixi + u,, =f(x, t) E c’(D), 
i=l 
(29) 
where x = (x,, x2 ,..., x,) and the domain D is defined as 
I 
(x, t): To < f < T < 0, 5 x; < 
(! 
.T (-k(s))“* ds 
2, 
D = . 
i=l I )I 
Let So be the portion of the boundary of D, which lies in the plane f = To, 
and S, be the remainder of the boundary G of G, which is a characteristic 
conoid with respect o (29). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that u(r, p, q, t) E C*(D) satisfies the dlfirential 
inequality 
Lv = k(f) . 
+ [(n - 1)/r] . k(f) . 0, + ut, + a,@, P, 4, f) . L’, 
n-2 
+ a,(r, p, 4, f) * U + Y ai+z(r, p. q, f) . Uqi 
r, 
+ b(r, p, 4, f) . v, + m(r, p, 4. f> - u = F(r, P, 4, f> < 0, (30) 
109.‘85, l-8 
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where a,, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, b, and m are continuously dtrerentiable functions of 
the independent variables r, p, q, t in D described above, and that 
v(r, p, q, t) = 0, v,(r, P, 9, t) < 0, FE C”(b), and 
x, = r . cos p .‘sin q, . sin q2 ... sin qnp2, 
x2 = r . sin p a sin q, * sin q2 a.. sin qn-2, 
: 
x n-1 = r - cos qne3 . sin qnmz, 
x,=r.cosq,-2, P E [O, 2n], 
4 = ts,, qzY-9 %-2)9 q1 E [0, K], i = 1, 2,..., n - 2, 
g = sin q, . sin* q2 e-e sin”-2q,-2 = gne2, 
go = cosec q, - sin q3 - sin*q, --- sinnm4qne2, 
g, = sin q, . sin q3 - sin*q, e-m sinn-4q,-2, 
g, = sin q, - sin*q, * sin q3 * sin*q, --a sin”-4q,-2, 
g, = sin q, . sin*q, . sin3q, - sin*q, - sin3q, -a- sinn-4q,-2, 
gmp3 = sin q, e sin*q, .a. sin”-‘q,-, - sinnp4qnm2, 
g,-2 = g. 
Assume, in addition the conditions 




a, - f (a,), dr) + (-k)“* . 
-0 
(b-j+r))]/dr 
- t-k) v2 . d(d’(w) + b . w)/dr > 0, (31) 
[k//2(-k)“*] + (al - j: (a,), dr) + (-k)‘* . (b -1: b, dr) 
= (-k)u2 . a 
( 
jr (a, + (-k)‘/* . b)/k . dr 




r ((a,),i + (-k)“* . b ,,W dr + (a,), - m + 2 (ai+2)qi 




1 ((a,), + (-k)“* . b,)/2k dr 2 0, (33) 
w = I(“-‘~‘* . (-k)-v4 . exp 
(J 
*’ (a, + (-k)“* . b)/2k dr 
0 > 
. sin q, 
. sin*q, ... sinn-2qn-2, (34) 
d+ = a/at + (-k)“* . 8/3r, (35) 
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and 
.I* .n 
t’pp dP = 1 uq,qi &i = 0, i = 1, 2,..., n-2, on seq, (36) 
-p=o -q;=o 
where Si is the part of S,, such that r. > e. Then v(r, p, q, t) < 0 in D. 
Proof. We define w as in (34) in order that the expression -2k . w,. + 
(n - 1) . k . w/r vanishes if a, = b = 0. Let us assume the operators 
R, v = r dr a,# v(r, p, q, t) dS 
-e 
on S’,, (37) 
dS = g . dq, . dq, ... dq,-*, (38) 
and 
Rv = lj2 R,v, (39) 
when the limit exists. Then the proof follows. Q.E.D. 
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